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Reading and Writing

Key Messages
In order to do well in this paper candidates should:
•
•
•
•
•
•

expand their range of vocabulary by reading more widely, and learn antonyms
practice use of all types of pronouns
learn correct conjugation of verbs
practise use of correct cases of the verb, particularly the jussive
practise the agreement of adjectives
practise selecting relevant information to write a summary and respond to comprehension questions.

General comments
Overall, the standard of answers was good and candidates appeared well prepared for the examination.
There was evidence of improvement in the standard of candidates‘ answers and there were some very
interesting opinions expressed.
Candidates should be reminded not to copy out sections of the text and, as far as possible, they should use
their own words and phrases, particularly in response to Question 3, Question 4 and Question 5.

Comments on specific questions
Question 1
The correct answers were as follows:



  / ى/ُى
د
 / ار/ّ" د/م$ه

-أ
-ب
-ت
-ث
-ج

Question 2
The correct answers were as follows:

.*( أ"م ز"( "'&ج+ , آ-أ
.,"ا$0ن أ23 45657ن ا8 49   ه-ب
.$ ( أن ى <دت ا';ي ا,' -ت
.=5>ف أ و29 5A B 4 ا-ث
.45657ن ا7< '  'ّا,C آ-ج
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Question 3
Many candidates answered this question well. Parts (c) and (d) proved difficult for many candidates, who did
not manage to extract the correct information from the text. The following examples demonstrate appropriate
answers:

.أ ب وح

 و،  وآك و، ز ج: ا"!ب ه-أ

..#$%&' *) ء ا+, ذ ا/! وا،01 اوا2345 اء ا%6& ا7 "ع9'ر إ; ا3 ا#& 4$ @دي5 -ب
4ت اK5ت واL5ف اD8 اA 4E'< E اF< 49 ،45657ن ا8 قB * ا&ا567" 49 6IC J'B  ا-ت
.قB ذ ا49 J'B
،' <'   "( ااء$ ران ا$L اP*" '&ج روا$  R
ً  أو،'$ ران ا$L اP* رواS, 49 'ان هT5ن اD"2 ا-ح
دات2 ا40D 5 اTل ه$ . ع2 ( واA ورا* اS6WراXن ا8 ود/ S<ح اا9ر و7A  اJ" YD8ً ا6Iو
." أز57" 49 W"$وا
Question 4
There were some very good responses to this question. Many candidates managed to select the right ideas
and utilised them in their answers.
The following is an example of a high scoring answer to this question:

.ً  (6 6A( آ6رL (65+< م6  ا5 مDZ اSA0 ," Sد أه2 $0 وJ ق وا5 رةL'ً ا$0 ب2 "رس ا-أ
..6'W وا69 I ة أدوار$   وآن،6<2&ة اL أء ا49 م2ار ا$" 5 S  = آ-ب
. ا6ء وR& 5 "ت$7 ا$  ]5'2 آ' أ] ا،ق$ ^] آ5'2B ] آنX و،J*3A&( ا7 &ن7'] آ5'2B ] آنX -ت
.رL أ"م اJرات أو68 $ <ت و9B';ر ا8< و،(ر اW_ أ6^7< رLت ا65'2ر اLر اY -ح
Question 5
There were many good answers to this question, written by candidates who managed to select the relevant
ideas from both texts and summarise them in a well-structured manner.
(a) Candidates who did not score high marks were those who did not show the different benefits which
resulted from trading and markets in Arabic culture.
(b) Candidates who scored high marks were those who wrote about the local market quarter where they
live and what they like and dislike about it. The following is an example of a high scoring answer to this
question:

م2ع "( اAXت ا6W+  اء4 8 وإ4" أJ"  دةa أزور،4& " ( ًا$62< b6 قB5 & "آ4 $" 49 $W
تD'] ا69 $W أ4 ا ا'آ& أT ه49 ]A+ي أT ا. رات6B5 6A آ0" ]69 و،S8ا$" ة$ ] وS6'W و6A ه "آ& آ.وااب
ءE3 اTرت وآ6B<م < س و+زدRق اB اT ه49 c+ أR 4 , و6d تAWم و$ 4 ا' اT وآ539 أ4ا
.6و,Xب ا2X وا6' اL6
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ARABIC LANGUAGE
Paper 8680/22
Reading and Writing

Key Messages
In order to do well in this paper candidates should:
● expand their range of vocabulary and knowledge of synonyms by reading more widely
● practice use of the demonstrative pronouns, and the superlative
● learn the use of the accusative case of the present tense
● practice the agreement of adjectives
● practice selecting relevant information to write a summary and to respond to comprehension
questions.

General comments
Overall, the standard of answers was good and it was clear that candidates were well prepared for the
examination. There was evidence of improvement in the standard of candidates’ answers and there were
some very interesting opinions expressed.
Candidates should be reminded not to copy out sections of the text and, as far as possible, they should use
their own words and phrases, particularly in response to Question 3, Question 4 and Question 5.

Comments on specific questions
Question 1
The appropriate answers are given here:

 ادة/

ا
اد
 / 
 ة/  
 /

-أ
-ب
-ت
-ث
-ج

Question 2
Many candidates had difficulty with parts (c) and (d). Practice in the areas of manipulation required in these
questions would improve performance.
Question 3
Many candidates answered this question well, using their words and expressing their understanding of the
text provided. Part (e) proved difficult for many candidates, who did not manage to extract the correct
information from the text.
Question 4
There were some very good responses to this question. Many candidates managed to select the right ideas
and utilised them in their answers.
The following is an example of a high scoring answer to this question:
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! "  *)  ( زوا& وآن+ "رآ- ًا0  ها+ و2و3ة ا4 +!  ص6! 7 * -أ
.& ول ة  ه3 :  ( "; زار- <6

) أنG  @ت اض إذA )* B4  ا أه-C 4( -  ب0  أن-C واجD أن ا ! ( اE0C ى ا-ب
 أن4 -C  د وهH !ًا <رج اI ً إذا آJ @ء إL"! & M0 0  م & هO0 وً  & و:ا0 وPور اD0
.M  ب0
د ا0 ن6! <Q ا"; ا24 RL0 +S ،لO(@ اR* U0 و،M ;" اU OV0 IW6*  اO0 -A -ت
د0 -A M آ-  !& وM X -VA - *  Y  ك4(  ; ذي-  اO0  و، 4\! 3 ا24    أو-VA6!
.-VA! أ
Question 5
There were many good answers to this question by candidates who managed to select the relevant ideas
from both texts and summarise these ideas in a well-structured manner.
Part (a): Candidates who did not score high marks were those who copied out large sections of the texts or
wrote about only one or two aspects of presents.
Part (b): Candidates who scored high marks were those who wrote about the best present they had given or
received and the occasion. The following is an example of a high scoring answer to this question:

،`_ D 3 ( ]ًا *) ا<ر ا اA I  ) آC ،ً آ\اIAL* ،:دH  4LA 2) *) ام ا^) إO_ )W د
 أنa W ا وأ:b هI ا.cUاز اd ا- (  ل ) ا الU اB0) أن أي & ا4  *ح، ةV أ!) اI6V*
:b ه:) آ\ًا ولWC"* .& و24 i0 دةVة وا6L اH! ذاj*  & اI 4LU و*) ا،)O_  اE0
.ً آ\اIA* و20 kت اU* .ديH  )* ) 4l0 أ ه
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ARABIC LANGUAGE
Paper 8680/23
Reading and Writing

Key Messages
In order to do well in this paper candidates should:
● expand their range of vocabulary and knowledge of synonyms by reading more widely
● practice use of the demonstrative pronouns, and the superlative
● learn the use of the accusative case of the present tense
● practice the agreement of adjectives
● practice selecting relevant information to write a summary and to respond to comprehension
questions.

General comments
Overall, the standard of answers was good and it was clear that candidates were well prepared for the
examination. There was evidence of improvement in the standard of candidates’ answers and there were
some very interesting opinions expressed.
Candidates should be reminded not to copy out sections of the text and, as far as possible, they should use
their own words and phrases, particularly in response to Question 3, Question 4 and Question 5.

Comments on specific questions
Question 1
The appropriate answers are given here:

 ادة/

ا
اد
 / 
 ة/  
 /

-أ
-ب
-ت
-ث
-ج

Question 2
Many candidates had difficulty with parts (c) and (d). Practice in the areas of manipulation required in these
questions would improve performance.
Question 3
Many candidates answered this question well, using their words and expressing their understanding of the
text provided. Part (e) proved difficult for many candidates, who did not manage to extract the correct
information from the text.
Question 4
There were some very good responses to this question. Many candidates managed to select the right ideas
and utilised them in their answers.
The following is an example of a high scoring answer to this question:
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! "  *)  ( زوا& وآن+ "رآ- ًا0  ها+ و2و3ة ا4 +!  ص6! 7 * -أ
.& ول ة  ه3 :  ( "; زار- <6

) أنG  @ت اض إذA )* B4  ا أه-C 4( -  ب0  أن-C واجD أن ا ! ( اE0C ى ا-ب
 أن4 -C  د وهH !ًا <رج اI ً إذا آJ @ء إL"! & M0 0  م & هO0 وً  & و:ا0 وPور اD0
.M  ب0
د ا0 ن6! <Q ا"; ا24 RL0 +S ،لO(@ اR* U0 و،M ;" اU OV0 IW6*  اO0 -A -ت
د0 -A M آ-  !& وM X -VA - *  Y  ك4(  ; ذي-  اO0  و، 4\! 3 ا24    أو-VA6!
.-VA! أ
Question 5
There were many good answers to this question by candidates who managed to select the relevant ideas
from both texts and summarise these ideas in a well-structured manner.
Part (a): Candidates who did not score high marks were those who copied out large sections of the texts or
wrote about only one or two aspects of presents.
Part (b): Candidates who scored high marks were those who wrote about the best present they had given or
received and the occasion. The following is an example of a high scoring answer to this question:

،`_ D 3 ( ]ًا *) ا<ر ا اA I  ) آC ،ً آ\اIAL* ،:دH  4LA 2) *) ام ا^) إO_ )W د
 أنa W ا وأ:b هI ا.cUاز اd ا- (  ل ) ا الU اB0) أن أي & ا4  *ح، ةV أ!) اI6V*
:b ه:) آ\ًا ولWC"* .& و24 i0 دةVة وا6L اH! ذاj*  & اI 4LU و*) ا،)O_  اE0
.ً آ\اIA* و20 kت اU* .ديH  )* ) 4l0 أ ه
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ARABIC LANGUAGE
Paper 8680/31
Essay

Key Messages
In order to do well in this paper, candidates need to ensure that they answer the specific question asked and
that they understand the focus of the question before beginning to write their answers.
General comments
This is an essay paper in which candidates are required to compose one essay from a choice of five topics.
The essay is marked out of 40, with 16 marks for Content and 24 marks for Quality of Language.
Overall, the performance of candidates was satisfactory with some candidates producing very good
responses.
Successful responses reflected on the candidate’s own life and experiences and focused entirely on the
requirements of the question. As in previous years, some candidates seemed to be reliant on previously
learned or memorised material. This meant that their writing did not fully address the question set and could
not therefore be rewarded the highest marks. It is suggested that work is undertaken in class to demonstrate
the importance of addressing the question and training undertaken in fully understanding and addressing
essay questions.
Comments on specific questions
Question 1
This question asks candidates to discuss the effects of fast food on health. Candidates may talk about
various types of effects and give examples of fast food that may affect one’s health. It was a popular
question, answered by many candidates. The best essays were very well written, explaining via actual
examples how fast food can have a negative effect on health.
Question 2
In this question, candidates are asked to discuss to what extent they agree that illiteracy can hinder
development in the developing world. The candidate may agree and then should explain how illiteracy can
hinder development in different sectors of society with more details and examples. The candidate may not
agree and then give strong evidence that development is not affected by illiteracy. A candidate may agree
but add other factors besides illiteracy that can hinder development. All possible arguments are accepted as
long as evidence and enough examples are provided. This topic was less popular, and produced some good
essays. A number of candidates neglected to focus fully on the question and produced essays that were
rather general in nature.
Question 3
Candidates are asked to discuss the benefits of travelling and give examples. They may explain different
types of travelling for a certain purpose and then give benefits of each type. Within the context of the essay,
it is enough to give a few benefits of a few types of travelling. This topic, was also very popular, and many
candidates performed well, discussing various types of travel, presenting benefits of each, and providing
examples from their own experiences.
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Question 4
In this question, candidates are asked to discuss how differences in aims between parents and children can
lead to disputes. Candidates may explain the types of aims parents and children have and show how
different they are and how such differences can result in disagreement. This question was addressed by a
small number of candidates. Many responses to this question lacked focus on the question, which resulted
in rather general discussion.
Question 5
In Question 5, candidates should explain how it is possible to achieve equality in opportunities to get work.
Candidates should explain, with examples, how various groups in society can get equal chances to obtain
jobs. This topic was the least popular, answered by too few candidates for comment.
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ARABIC LANGUAGE
Paper 8680/32
Essay

Key Messages
In order to do well in this paper, candidates need to ensure that they answer the specific question asked and
that they understand the focus of the question before beginning to write their answers.

General comments
This is an essay paper in which candidates are required to compose one essay from a choice of five topics.
The essay is marked out of 40, with 16 marks for Content and 24 marks for Quality of Language.
Overall, the performance of candidates was satisfactory with some candidates producing very good
responses.
Successful responses reflected on the candidate’s own life and experiences and focused entirely on the
requirements of the question. As in previous years, some candidates seemed to be reliant on previously
learned or memorised material. This meant that their writing did not fully address the question set and could
not therefore be rewarded the highest marks. It is suggested that work is undertaken in class to demonstrate
the importance of addressing the question and training undertaken in fully understanding and addressing
essay questions.

Comments on specific questions
Question 1
This question asks candidates to discuss their opinion on the assertion that traditional food is no longer
important for families. They should discuss whether this is true or not, giving examples from their own
experiences. In this popular question answered by many candidates, the best essays were very well written,
explaining via real examples how traditional food has lost its significant position in life. Candidates managed
to explain several reasons for the change, although with a tendency to over-focus on fast food sometimes.
Question 2
In this question candidates are asked to discuss to what extent they agree that poverty may hinder
development in the developing world. The candidate may agree and then should explain how poverty can
hinder development in different sectors of society, giving details and examples. The candidate may not
agree and then give strong evidence that development is not affected by poverty. A candidate may agree
but add other factors besides poverty that can hinder development. All possible arguments are accepted as
long as evidence and enough examples are provided. This topic was less popular and produced some good
essays. A number of responses did not focus fully on the question. In these responses, balance was lost
and ideas were not well organised in some cases.
Question 3
In Question 3, candidates are asked to discuss how tourism can shorten the distance between different
cultures and enhance mutual understanding between different peoples. Candidates are expected to give
examples to support their arguments. This topic was also less popular. Candidates attempted to discuss
how tourism plays a role in enhancing links between different cultures and peoples in the world, but with a
tendency to be rather general, often discussing travelling in general, rather than focussing entirely on the
question.
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Question 4
In Question 4, candidates are asked to discuss the role of dialogue and communication in reducing
disagreement between parents and their children. This topic was answered by a small number of candidates.
Many responses lacked focus on the question and got rather general in their discussions.
Question 5
In Question 5, candidates should explain how it is possible to help men and women get equal opportunities
in education. Candidates should explain with examples how both groups in society can access equal
education. This topic was the least popular, answered by few candidates.
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ARABIC LANGUAGE
Paper 8680/33
Essay

Key Messages
In order to do well in this paper, candidates need to ensure that they answer the specific question asked and
that they understand the focus of the question before beginning to write their answers.

General comments
This is an essay paper in which candidates are required to compose one essay from a choice of five topics.
The essay is marked out of 40, with 16 marks for Content and 24 marks for Quality of Language.
Overall, the performance of candidates was satisfactory with some candidates producing very good
responses.
Successful responses reflected on the candidate’s own life and experiences and focused entirely on the
requirements of the question. As in previous years, some candidates seemed to be reliant on previously
learned or memorised material. This meant that their writing did not fully address the question set and could
not therefore be rewarded the highest marks. It is suggested that work is undertaken in class to demonstrate
the importance of addressing the question and training undertaken in fully understanding and addressing
essay questions.

Comments on specific questions
Question 1
This question asks candidates to discuss their opinion on the assertion that traditional food is no longer
important for families. They should discuss whether this is true or not, giving examples from their own
experiences. In this popular question answered by many candidates, the best essays were very well written,
explaining via real examples how traditional food has lost its significant position in life. Candidates managed
to explain several reasons for the change, although with a tendency to over-focus on fast food sometimes.
Question 2
In this question candidates are asked to discuss to what extent they agree that poverty may hinder
development in the developing world. The candidate may agree and then should explain how poverty can
hinder development in different sectors of society, giving details and examples. The candidate may not
agree and then give strong evidence that development is not affected by poverty. A candidate may agree
but add other factors besides poverty that can hinder development. All possible arguments are accepted as
long as evidence and enough examples are provided. This topic was less popular and produced some good
essays. A number of responses did not focus fully on the question. In these responses, balance was lost
and ideas were not well organised in some cases.
Question 3
In Question 3, candidates are asked to discuss how tourism can shorten the distance between different
cultures and enhance mutual understanding between different peoples. Candidates are expected to give
examples to support their arguments. This topic was also less popular. Candidates attempted to discuss
how tourism plays a role in enhancing links between different cultures and peoples in the world, but with a
tendency to be rather general, often discussing travelling in general, rather than focussing entirely on the
question.
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Question 4
In Question 4, candidates are asked to discuss the role of dialogue and communication in reducing
disagreement between parents and their children. This topic was answered by a small number of candidates.
Many responses lacked focus on the question and got rather general in their discussions.
Question 5
In Question 5, candidates should explain how it is possible to help men and women get equal opportunities
in education. Candidates should explain with examples how both groups in society can access equal
education. This topic was the least popular, answered by few candidates.
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